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Buying Small Stocks
An in-depth guide to buying Bowser recommendations
In last month’s issue, we analyzed the performance 
of our recommendations in 2021 and looked at the 
highlights. Just like 2020, the stock market had 
plenty of ups and downs, which overcomplicated 
the investing process. More specifically, it was 
difficult to tell when to buy into certain stocks for 
a longer holding period given the volatile market 
conditions. Since timing the stock market goes 
against our core investing principle, here are some 
simple methods you can use to decide when to 
buy stocks. 

Buying Stocks
The Bowser Game Plan (detailed on page 2) 
provides subscribers with a basic system for 
portfolio management. However, it does not tell 
you how frequently to buy stocks or when to buy 
more shares. All of these decisions are made by 
the individual investor and can drastically change 
your investment returns. 
 Small stocks provide easy answers to these 
decisions because they often respond quickly 
to changes in market sentiment. In a young bull 
market where small caps bounce aggressively, 
they typically boost returns. Unfortunately, this 
also means that when market sentiment turns 
bearish, small stocks are the first to raise red flags 
(as we've seen over the past few months). 
 The bounce following the COVID-19 crash 
perfectly exemplifies when investors should begin 
accumulating shares more heavily and frequently. 
By spotting the major swings in monthly returns 
of the Russell 2000 Index, you can manage your 
small cap portfolio accordingly. To the right is a 
chart showing monthly returns since just before 
the COVID-19 crash.
 The big swings are marked in green and 
red (or lighter gray) in the chart. Any swing of more 
than 10% is significant and typically indicates a 
change in sentiment. You can check the monthly 
performance of the Russell 2000 Index on Finviz 
(tinyurl.com/2syucjsd) or with historical prices on 

Yahoo! Finance (https://tinyurl.com/2p9cja7x).
 Note that this is not an active portfolio 
management style, rather just a method of adapting 
your buying habits to the market conditions. For 
example, in a bull market, paying a premium over 
the ideal entry price in a Company of the Month 
write up does not increase risk disproportionately. 
On the other hand, when sentiment swings toward 
bears, being patient and waiting for the ideal entry 
price reduces risk substantially.

Supply and Demand
The price of a stock is based on the economic 
theory of supply and demand, which states that 
price is determined by availability (supply) and 
desire (demand). Financial results, popularity, 
economic data and monetary policy all influence 
demand for stocks. Market volatility and economic 
conditions determine the supply of stocks. 
Whenever demand outpaces supply, stock prices 
rise, and vice versa. 
 The simplest form of demand is what 
investors are willing to pay for a stock. For example, 
Tesla (TSLA) has appreciated 1,400% over the 
past three years. The stock has a price/earnings 
(P/E) ratio of 136, indicating an astronomical 
overvaluation. However, investors are willing to 
pay more for the stock due to buzz surrounding 
electric vehicles, demonstrating high demand. 
 Clean Energy Fuels (CLNE) is another 
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The Bowser Game Plan
1. DO NOT PAY more than $3/share for a stock.
2. CREATE A PORTFOLIO of 12 to 18 stocks. Diversification is important.
3. DO NOT SELL when a stock goes above $3/share and is moved to Page 5.
4. DO NOT SELL when a stock moves to a lower category.
5. SELLING PLAN: Sell half of your holdings when the stock doubles from your purchase price. Sell the remainder after 
the stock drops 25% from its most recent high. If the stock drops 50% without doubling, sell all shares.
6. RECORD proceeds from sales.
7. PORTFOLIO EVALUATION = current value of portfolio + proceeds from sales
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...Continued from front page
example of a stock that investors could have 
held longer due to its unusually high demand. 
We recommended the stock in September 2020 
at $2.51/share. Below is the stock chart showing 
what followed: 

 CLNE shares were only up slightly ahead 
of the election of President Biden. Shortly after, 
shares started surging because the political 
push for clean energy in the United States 
created increased demand. Supply was relatively 
low due to decreasing market volatility and 
improving economic conditions. And, CLNE's 
strong fundamentals and favorable monetary 
policy enhanced demand. As a result, the stock 
surpassed our long-term targets within six months.     
 Lastly, it’s important to remember that 
demand for small stocks in young bull markets 
leads to outperformance. The average bull market 
lasts 2.7 years whereas the average bear market 
is only nine months. 
 Bull markets start when stocks move up 
20% from their lows, which occurred in April 2020. 
Given that we were not even one full year into a 
new bull market, demand was elevated and small 
stocks outperformed. 
 To help Bowser subscribers, we've added 
a "Market Sentiment" indicator to the Market 
Overview. This will provide a quick reference for 
the sentiment surrounding the stock market in 
general (as indicated by the S&P 500).

Catching a Falling Knife
The timeless stock market saying, “Don’t ever 

catch a falling knife,” is vital for investing in small 
stocks. Investments that carry a slightly higher 
risk (small stocks) underperform when supply and 
demand are unfavorable. This was the case three 
months ago when the Russell 2000 Index recorded 
its worst month since the new bull market began 
and monetary policy xpectations shifted. 
 The logic behind not catching a falling knife 
is simple: demand for a higher risk security will 
only increase when investors see clear cut signs 
of price bottoming out. This is part of the reason 
the Bower Game Plan emphasizes cutting your 
losses at 50%. If the stock is already down 50%, 
the chances of it dropping more are high. At that 
point, there is no incentive to try and nail a bottom. 
Instead, focus on buying companies with strong 
fundamentals and bullish sentiment. 
 In conclusion, long-term investors should 
stick to the Bowser Game Plan while adapting 
their buying habits to the market conditions. A 
young bull market with elevated demand can yield 
fantastic returns, whereas unfavorable market 
conditions should give investors restraint. This 
means restraint in overpaying for stocks while 
maintaining discipline with exits. Overall, this 
understanding of market conditions provides more 
context than trying to nail a bottom. 

Market Overview
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Major indices sold off on fears of multiple potential 
rate hikes in 2022. The outstanding jobs data in January 
and comments from various Federal Reserve speakers 
increased the likeliness of a hike as soon as March 2022. 
Commodities and value stocks managed to hold their 
own while growth stocks and small stocks were crushed. 
Bowser stocks (down 14.8%) had a terrible month due to 
higher volatility and a substantial pullback from Insignia 
Systems (ISIG). It was a quiet month with regards to 
both news releases and insider activity.

i i i i
Market Sentiment: 

Bull Market in correction since 01/24/22



2019 2020 2021(A)

REVENUES $15,284,000 $12,833,000 $10,165,452

INCOME (LOSS) ($8,380,000) $1,371,000 $1,329,377

WORKING CAPITAL $274,623 $2,307,000 $7,503,000

BOOK VALUE $1.19 $1.42 $1.75

TOTAL SHARES 6,873,652 6,887,808 8,250,000

FLOAT N/A N/A 7,720,000

(A) Results for the nine months ended September 30, 2021.
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COMPANY OF THE MONTH
Paltalk, Inc. (PALT) together with its subsidiaries, 
operates as a communications software provider 
developing multimedia social applications and 
secure communication solutions worldwide. It 
also offers consumer applications, which include 
Paltalk, Camfrog and Tinychat for live video chat; 
and Vumber, a telecommunications application that 
enables users to have multiple phone numbers in 
any area code. PALT has had this core technology 
since 1998 and has 18 patents licensed to Microsoft, 
Sony and more. The company has four main revenue 
streams and has a recurring revenue subscription 
business model. 

 Subscriptions are based on a "freemium" 
model that expands access and unlocks status if 
users pay. Both virtual gifts and technology service 
revenue seek to increase engagement and reward 
users. Subscriptions and virtual gifts 
account for the vast majority of the 
company’s revenue.  

Income Breakdown
Paltalk revenue has declined slightly 
in recent years while net income 
has increased drastically. Despite 
PALT’s history of reporting significant 
losses, a new upward trend has been 
established, and its trailing twelve-month (ttm) net 
income totals $1.8 million. Although revenue growth 
has eased, the focus on the bottom line directly 
benefits investors due to the company’s low share 
count. There are only 8.3 million shares outstanding, 
which could result in significant value creation with 
any further improvement of its bottom line. 
 Despite growth slowing in recent years, 
financial results for the nine months, ended 
September 30, 2021, showed revenue growth 
across all segments. Subscription revenue 
accounted for 92% of total revenues and grew a 
modest 5% from the prior year period. Advertising 
revenue and technology service revenue grew 52% 
and 101%, respectively. Below is a chart showing 

how this growth effected bottom-line results for the 
nine-month period: 

 With cost of revenue barely increasing in 
2021, it is safe to assume that the growth from PALT’s 
smaller segments greatly contributed to its higher 
net income. Net income grew $429,000 year-over-
year, and revenue growth for these two segments 
totaled $331,000. Therefore, any substantial growth 
from these two segments will create a lot of value for 
long-term investors. 

Financials and Valuation
Paltalk, like most application software companies, 
has solid profit margins and a healthy balance sheet. 
This is largely due to the low costs of a recurring 
revenue subscription business model. Assets heavily 
outweigh liabilities 4.8-to-1, and the company's 

current ratio is 3.1. These ratios do not 
include its most recent cash infusion 
of $11.5 million from a stock offering, 
raising total cash to $21 million. 
  This offering was at a much 
higher share price and enables the 
company to potentially invest in 
both organic and accretive growth 
opportunities. In the most recent 

quarterly earnings call, management stated interest 
in targeted acquisitions and claimed no intention of 
other offerings in the foreseeable future. 
 The company does not have any long-
term debt and has working capital of $7.5 million. 

Continued on page 6...

NASDAQ CM: PALT
BOWSER RATING: 8

52-WEEK LOW
$1.75

52-WEEK HIGH
$15.20

CURRENT PRICE
$2.52
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MINIPRICED STOCKS IN BUYING RANGE
SYMBOLS: (A) NYSE MKT; (CM) NASDAQ CAPITAL MARKET, WAS THE SMALL CAP MARKET; (GM) NASDAQ GLOBAL MARKET, WAS NATIONAL MARKET; (N) NEW YORK STOCK 
EXCHANGE; (NR) NOT RATED; (QB) OTC QB MARKET; (QX) OTC QX MARKET; # PREVIOUSLY APPEARED ON LIST, BUT WAS REMOVED BECAUSE IT HAD RISEN ABOVE $3.00/
SHARE; FIGURES IN PARENTHESIS ARE LOSSES.

Date of
Recommend & 

Market Issue/Trading Symbol Principal Business
Price

02/04/22

Long-
term Debt 
(Millions)

Sales 
Updated 
Quarterly 
(Millions)

Income/Loss
Updated 
Quarterly 
(Millions)

Shares 
Outstanding 

(Millions)
Bowser 
Rating

CATEGORY ONE: BEST COMPANIES (RATED 10+)
05/21(QB) KONATEL, INC. (KTEL) TELECOM SERVICES 1.18 $0.150 $11.5 $0.404 40.9 10

CATEGORY TWO: GOOD COMPANIES (RATED 8-9)
10/19(QB) BAB, INC. (BABB) FAST CASUAL RESTAURANT FRANCHISES 0.77 $0.000 $3.0 $0.411 7.3 8
02/20(QB) BUTLER NATIONAL (BUKS) AEROSPACE AND DEFENSE PRODUCTS 0.71 $44.797 $68.7 $7.002 75.4 8

# 08/21(CM) CHARLES & COLVARD (CTHR) FINE JEWELRY 1.90 $0.000 $43.2 $11.412 30.3 9
09/21(CM) CLEARONE, INC. (CLRO) VOICE AND VISUAL COMMUNICATIONS 1.01 $2.291 $30.3 $0.139 19.5 9
11/21(CM) DYNATRONICS (DYNT) MEDICAL DEVICES 0.83 $0.005 $47.8 $2.002 17.6 9

# 03/20(CM) FLEXSHOPPER (FPAY) VIRTUAL LEASE-TO-OWN MARKET 1.71 $34.206 $122.5 $2.221 21.6 8
12/14(QB) INT’L BALER CORP. (IBAL) BALING EQUIPMENT 1.46 $0.000 $12.3 $0.312 5.2 9
06/21(QX) MACE SECURITY INT'L (MACE) PERSONAL SAFETY AND SECURITY 0.25 $0.000 $14.9 $1.399 64.6 8

# 04/17(QB) MAMAMANCINI'S (MMMB) FOOD PRODUCTS 1.86 $0.000 $42.1 $3.485 35.7 8
01/22(QX) MARIMED INC. (MRMD) MEDICINAL & RECREATIONAL CANNABIS 0.86 $17.901 $110.8 $17.853 333.1 8
02/22(CM) PALTALK, INC. (PALT) COMMUNICATION SOFTWARE 2.52 $0.000 $13.6 $1.861 8.3 8
04/21(CM) SPAR GROUP (SGRP) MARKETING SERVICES 1.31 $1.000 $255.1 $4.641 21.1 9
12/21(GS) STEALTHGAS (GASS) SEABORNE TRANSPORTATION 2.04 $304.561 $151.0 $2.431 38.2 8

# 01/21(A) WILLIAMS INDUSTRIAL (WLMS) CONSTRUCTION/MAINTENANCE SERVICES 1.76 $30.428 $289.9 $0.936 25.9 8
Office: 100 Crescent Centre Pkwy., Ste. 1240, Tucker, GA 30084, Tel: (770) 879-4400, www.wisgrp.com

CATEGORY THREE: SPECULATIVE COMPANIES (RATED 7 AND BELOW AND/OR NON-PROFITABLE)
02/18(QB) ALTIGEN COMMUNICATION (ATGN) CLOUD-BASED IP SOLUTIONS 1.18 $0.000 $11.1 ($0.536) 23.8 9

# 10/20(A) CBDMD, INC. (YCBD) CANNIBIDOIL PRODUCTS 0.98 $0.000 $47.3 ($23.395) 54.9 10
# 07/20(CM) ENGLOBAL CORP. (ENG) ENGINEERING SERVICES 0.96 $1.377 $41.0 ($2.493) 35.2 9
# 11/20(GM) FLUENT, INC. (FLNT) DIGITAL MARKETING SERVICES 1.50 $41.507 $311.4 ($13.711) 80.1 8
# 12/18(CM) GSE SYSTEMS (GVP) DATA ACCESS AND MANAGEMENT 1.31 $0.000 $52.2 ($1.104) 20.9 8

10/17(QB) INNOVATIVE FOOD (IVFH) FOOD PRODUCTS AND SERVICES 0.32 $7.401 $52.5 ($5.538) 36.0 8
# 02/15(GM) NOVA LIFESTYLE (NVFY) FURNITURE MANUFACTURING/SALES 1.61 $0.150 $13.3 ($24.552) 6.4 10

# 11/19(CM) ORION ENERGY SYSTEMS (OESX) LED LIGHTING SYSTEMS 2.98 $0.027 $151.4 $32.608 31.1 7

Office: 2210 Woodland Dr., Manitowoc, WI 54220, Tel: (920) 892-9340, www.orionlighting.com

07/21(PK) PARKS! AMERICA INC. (PRKA) THEME PARKS AND ATTRACTIONS 0.60 $4.960 $11.7 $2.799 75.1 NR

09/19(QB) TECHPRECISION (TPCS) METAL COMPONENTS AND SYSTEMS 1.74 $3.331 $15.8 $1.317 34.3 NR

# 06/20(CM) TOMI ENVIRONMENTAL (TOMZ) DISINFECTION AND DECONTAMINATION 1.10 $0.000 $9.4 ($5.680) 16.8 8

02/19(QB) TSS, INC. (TSSI) END-USER AND ENTERPRISE SYSTEMS 0.44 $0.000 $20.1 ($0.395) 18.5 NR

We recommend only purchasing companies rated 8 or higher. If a company’s rating drops, do not sell. For when to sell, refer to the Game Plan on page 2.

Former CEO rejoins Dynatronics
Dynatronics (DYNT) announced that Brian Baker 
rejoined the company full-time as chief operating 
officer. Baker formerly served as CEO of the 
company until his resignation in July 2020 due 
to health issues relating to COVID-19. Mr. Baker 
has now stepped down from his role on the board, 
returning the number of directors to six.

Libsyn sees improved ad rates
Liberated Syndication (LSYN) announced that 
January podcast advertising rates increased from 
the prior month, signaling strong demand. The 
average CPM rate for a 60-second spot was $25.38. 
 Dave Hanley, chief revenue officer at 
AdvertiseCast, stated, "Generally, demand tapers 
off slightly after the holiday season, so this is a great 
sign that podcast advertising is entering 2022 with 
great momentum."

MamaMancini's adds new placements
MamaMancini's (MMMB) added new national and 
regional customers as a result of the recent acquisition 
of premier gourmet food manufacturers, T&L Creative 
Salads and Olive Branch. The company estimates the 
acquisitions provided over 3,000 new locations for the 
combined company and over 10,000 spots on retailer 
shelves. 
 CEO Carl Wolf added, "We have been highly 
impressed with the teams at T&L and Olive Branch 
and continue to believe that they are well-positioned 
to drive sales of at least $35 million in 2022."

TableTrac receives license in West VA
TableTrac (TBTC) was granted a license by the 
West Virginia Lottery Commission to install its 
gaming management systems in the state's casinos.
West Virginia is the sixth commercial state gaming 
license granted to Table Trac, joining Colorado, Iowa, 
Maryland, Nevada and South Dakota.



INSIDER TRANSACTIONS
COMPANY SHARES TRADED # OF TRADES PRICE RANGE
Charles & Colvard (CTHR) OE-44,642 1 $1.12
Parks! America (PRKA) B-83,333 1 $0.57
Sono-Tek (SOTK) D-6,536 3 $0.00-$9.00

OE-6,750 3 $4.45
S-5,500 1 $8.23

A-Acquisition (Non Open Market), AB-Automatic Buy, AS-Automatic Sell, B-Bought, D-Disposition (Non Open Market), OE-Option Exercise, 
S-Sold, x-indirect holdings. Information obtained from Nasdaq.com.
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FOLLOW-THROUGH AND STOCKS TO SELL
WE ENCOURAGE SUBSCRIBERS TO BUY OUR STOCKS WHEN THEY ARE $3 OR LESS. HOWEVER, WHEN THEY GO ABOVE $3, WE FOLLOW THEM IN THE FIRST GROUP BELOW. IN BOTH 
OF THE FOLLOWING LISTS, COLUMN 1 GIVES THE SHARE PRICE AS OF 02/04/22 PLUS THE CURRENT BOWSER RATING. COLUMN 2 IN THE FIRST LIST BELOW INCLUDES THE MONTH/
YEAR WE ORIGINALLY RECOMMENDED THE ISSUE, THE PRICE PER SHARE THEN AND THE BOWSER RATING. (NR=not rated)

Maria. The vessel has a scheduled delivery 
date in February 2022. In addition, SB wholly-
owned subsidiary, Safe Bulkers Participations, 
plans to launch a public offering in Greece of 
up to €100 million of unsecured bonds. . . . 
SPAR Group (SGRP) announced a global 
partnership with Repsly, a market leading 
provider of field applications, analytics and 
insights. . . . WidePoint Corp.'s (WYY) Public 
Key Infrastructure Identity Management 
solutions are Quantum-resistant.

Companies exiting the newsletter
Whenever the markets pull back, it always 
presents an opportunity to refresh the newsletter 
as former Companies of the Month that doubled 
retreat from highs. Joining that list this month are:

• Insignia Systems (ISIG);
• Leatt Corp. (LEAT); 
• Liberated Syndication (LSYN); and
• Sono-Tek Corp. (SOTK).
 Each of these recommendations 
performed exceptionally, with LEAT gaining 

well over 1,000%. 
  We remove companies that 
double and drop 25% if they've 
been in the newsletter for two 
years or more. Congrats to 
those who profited on these 
picks.

BRIEFS
Butler National (BUKS) subsidiary, Avcon 
Industries, received FAA Supplemental Type 
Certificate approval for the installation of 
hard points, also known as provisions for 
external stores. . . . ClearOne's (CLRO) 
Aura™ Xceed™ Beamforming Microphone 
Array was singled out for exceptional 
innovation with a CES Picks Award presented 
by Residential Systems magazine. . . . 
Liberated Syndication (LSYN) hired John 
W. Gibbons as president & chief product 
officer. . . . MamaMancini's (MMMB) 
received nationwide authorization from 
Amazon Fresh with shipments to consumers 
beginning in February. . . . Parks! America 
(PRKA) signed a three-year agreement 
with Technology Group plc for its accesso 
Passport ticketing solution. . . . Safe Bulkers 
(SB) entered into an acquisition agreement 
for a 2014-built, Japanese, dry-bulk, 181,000 
dwt, Capesize class vessel, to be named MV 

ISSUE/EXCHANGE SYMBOL 1 2 ISSUE/EXCHANGE SYMBOL 1 2

ARC DOCUMENT SOLUTIONS (N:ARC) $3.24(8) 04/19 $2.22(9) MIND C.T.I. (GS:MNDO) $3.07(10) 02/21 $2.64(8)

BGC PARTNERS (GS:BGCP) $4.33(NR) 08/20 $2.89(8) ONE STOP SYSTEMS (GS:OSS) $4.05(11) 12/20 $2.73(9)

CF BANKSHARES. (CM:CFBK) $21.20(7) 03/17 $9.00(11) ORION ENERGY SYSTEMS (CM:OESX) NOW $2.98; SEE PAGE 4

*Price adjusted for 1-for-5 reverse split (Aug. '18) RETRACTABLE TECHNOLOGIES (A:RVP) $5.15(9) 01/20 $1.48(10)

CLEAN ENERGY FUELS (GS:CLNE) $6.00(7) 09/20 $2.57(9) SAFE BULKERS (N:SB) $3.60(9) 05/19 $1.81(10)

DESWELL INDUSTRIES (GM:DSWL) $3.87(12) 05/20 $2.35(9) SONO-TEK CORP. (QB:SOTK) NOW IN HISTORICAL REVIEW

GALAXY GAMING (QB:GLXZ) $4.19(8) 05/17 $0.69(8) TABLE TRAC (QB:TBTC) $3.00(9) 07/19 $2.40(10)

INNOVATE CORP. (N:VATE) $3.79(7) 06/19 $2.34(12) WIDEPOINT CORP. (N:WYY) $3.90(8) 04/20 $3.50(8)

INSIGNIA SYSTEMS (CM:ISIG) NOW IN HISTORICAL REVIEW *Price adjusted for 1-for-10 reverse split (Nov. '20)

*Price adjusted for 1-for-7 reverse split (Jan. '21) WILLIAMS INDUSTRIAL (QX:WLMS) NOW $1.76; SEE PAGE 4

LEATT CORP. (QB:LEAT) NOW IN HISTORICAL REVIEW WAVEDANCER, INC. (GM:WAVD) $4.00(7) 03/21 $2.24(9)

LIBERATED SYNDICATION (QB:LSYN) NOW IN HISTORICAL REVIEW

THE FOLLOWING WE SAID SHOULD BE SOLD

(COLUMN 2 SHOWS THE DATE AND PRICE WHEN WE RECOMMENDED THE STOCK BE SOLD)

EVOLVING SYSTEMS (CM:EVOL) $1.90 11/21 $2.74
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COMPANY OF THE MONTH... CONTINUED
Additionally, it has implemented numerous methods 
of increasing engagement and maintaining active 
users. Moving forward, we would like more additions 
to this proactive executive team along with consistent 
financial efficiency.   
 Insiders currently own 49% of the shares 
outstanding and have purchased shares in the open 
market six times within the last year. CEO Jason 
Katz accounts for all but one of these purchases, 
bringing his total shares owned to 787,177. All of 
Katz’s transactions have been direct buys and he 
paid a median price of $3.55/share in 2021. Insider 
accumulation is reassuring for long-term investors. 
 Institutional investors only account for 4.5% 
of the shares outstanding. We expect to see this 
number go up due to increased visibility following 
its recent uplisting to the Nasdaq. Institutional 
investors tend to invest in companies with consistent 
profits and high liquidity, making PALT an appealing 
investment opportunity. 

Outlook and Conclusion
Outlook is generally positive for PALT following 
its uplisting and improved bottom line results. The 
global video conferencing market also has bullish 
outlook and is expected to reach $8.6 billion by 
2027, expanding at a CAGR of 9.9% from 2020 to 
2027. The industry is highly competitive, but PALT 
has managed to carve out its own market and build 
value for shareholders. 
 All three of our recommendations within 
this space have gained a minimum of 200%. PALT 
has slower growth but equal potential because of 
its strong fundamentals and the possibility to add 
value via acquisitions. It is clear that the company 
is gearing up to acquire another player within the 
industry, and we believe this is the right time for 
investors to jump in for the long haul.  
Office: 30 Jericho Executive Plaza, Ste. 400E, Jericho, 
NY, Phone: (212) 967-5120, www.paltalk.com

In the third quarter of 2021, the company reported 
operating cash flow of $0.5 million. Investing cash 
flow for the quarter also totaled $0.5 million from the 
sale of digital tokens.
 PALT integrated digital tokens as a user 
reward system in its Paltalk and Camfrog apps in 
August 2020. The Props token, a cryptographic token 
that exists on the Ethereum blockchain, rewards 
end-users who create, consume and engage 
with content and services. Impairment losses and 
realized gains/losses from the sale of digital tokens 
can potentially affect its net income. During the nine 
months ended September 30, 2021, the company 
sold approximately 32.4 million Props tokens for 
proceeds of $806,618. 
 In comparison to the software and 
programming industry, PALT is severely undervalued. 
While its price/book (P/B) ratio of 1.4 suggests an 
overvaluation, it is 92% below the industry average 
of 17. Price/sales (P/S) and price/earnings (P/E) 
ratios are also drastically lower, even with the 
industry taking a 25% hit in market value during the 
most recent market correction. 
 There have been a large number of 
acquisitions in the industry, and PALT's valuation 
makes the company a potential buyout candidate 
for large software companies. Even though its book 
value is $1.75 per share, we believe the ideal entry 
point to be under $2.20 per share. 

Management and Ownership
The Paltalk team is small and efficient. The company 
has 22 full-time employees and is led by CEO Jason 
Katz and CFO Kara Jenny. Katz is the founder, and 
Jenny joined the company in 2019. Jenny was the 
CFO of two other companies prior to PALT and has 
eight years of public accounting experience. 
 This small team has been able to greatly 
improve the company’s bottom line results, explore 
acquisitions and maintain a healthy balance sheet. 

BUCKAROOS SPEAK
When to sell dividend stocks

Most of the high-yield dividend stocks I own are up a 
lot lately. Am I supposed to hold them forever?

-Robert H.
For any Bowser stocks with high dividends, just stick 
to the Bowser Game Plan. As for other dividend 
stocks, increased inflows are common during times 
of higher volatility. Since dividends are often meant to 

offset lackluster price performance, you can consider 
selling if the stock has performed exceptionally over 
a three-month period. 
 Keep in mind that high-yield stocks benefit 
your portfolio most when dividends are reinvested. 
And, most brokerages will do this automatically. As 
long as you are not creating an imbalance in your 
portfolio by investing too heavily in one type of stock 
(jeopardizing diversification), you should be fine. 
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Beginner's Portfolio Explanation
The past month, the Beginner's Portfolio gave back all of January's gains and more as Current Holdings Value 
(excluding LEAT) dropped 9.5%. The remaining half of Leatt Corp. (LEAT) was sold for an enormous profit 
after pulling back 25%. We replaced LEAT with last month's Company of the Month, MariMed Inc. (MRMD). 
All in all, the portfolio dropped 4.3% from $28,375 to $27,160 for a lifetime gain of 470%.

EARNINGS
Quarter 
Ended

Current 
Sales

Same 
Period 

Last Year
Current 

Earnings

Same 
Period 

Last Year Comments
Altigen Communications (ATGN) 12/31/21 $2,732,000 $2,661,000 $11,000 $56,000 (A)
Charles & Colvard (CTHR) 12/31/21 $13,753,135 $12,146,790 $1,167,612 $2,519,077 (B)
Sono-Tek (SOTK) 11/30/21 $4,419,401 $3,827,142 $376,169 $320,478 (C)

Beginner’s Portfolio Up 470%
BOUGHT: MRMD (200 Shares) @ $0.86 plus $7 commissions = $179 SOLD: LEAT (100 Shares) @ $26.92 less $7 commissions = $2,685

Cost 02/04/22 Cost 02/04/22 Cost 02/04/22 Proceeds

BOSC 510/Aug ‘18 507 IBAL 371/May '21 292 CTHR 586/Sep '21 380 From Sales

VATE* 460/Jul '19 379 KTEL 219/Jun '21 236 CLRO 300/Nov '21 202 18,273

BUKS 134/Mar '20 143 ARC 530/Aug '21 648 FPAY 476/Dec '21 341 2,685

TBTC 587/Feb '21 600 BABB 157/Aug '21 154 DYNT 210/Dec '21 163 (179)

MNDO 586/Mar '21 614 PRKA 169/Aug '21 120 GASS 444/Jan '22 408 20,779

WAVD 573/Apr '21 800 TOMZ 406/Aug '21 220 MRMD 179/Feb '22 172

Current Holdings Value: 6,381

Original cost for all stocks: $4,766 *Half of original holdings Proceeds from Sales: 20,779

Total Value of Portfolio: 27,160
Gain: 27,160 minus 4,766 = 22,394

Percentage of gain: 22,394 divided by 4,766 x 100 = 469.9 Compound Annual Growth Rate: 8.90%

Comments: This is a simulated portfolio for those who would like to actively participate in the stock market…They want an ap-
proach that will serve as a learning situation…An investment of up to $600 a month is required…With each new Company of 
the Month, 100 shares are purchased until we had 18…We began using 200 shares each in 2017 to use more cash... We use an 
internet broker…We follow the Bowser Game Plan. Portfolio started Sep. ’01.

shopping events. These efforts marked 
our sixth sequential quarter of profitability, 
delivering $1.5 million in income from 
operations."
 CTHR earnings dropped year-over-
year as the company increased marketing 
expenses to fuel sales growth. The lower 
earnings missed analyst estimates, which 
combined with a weak market, drove the 
stock lower following the earnings release.
Despite the strong quarter, SOTK is moving 
to the Historical Review as it dropped 25% 
from its most recent high ($9.49) after 
doubling from its original price ($1.11). The 
company was recommended well over two 
years ago (August 2014) and remains out 
of buying range (current price: $5.78).

"This quarter was generally consistent 
with our past few quarters", said Jerry 
Fleming, ATGN president and CEO. "More 
importantly we made substantial progress 
toward the release of our next generation 
cloud solutions. I expect these solutions, 
which are in the process of being released, 
to be significant revenue drivers for Altigen 
as they start gaining traction in the market."
Don O'Connell, president and CEO of 
CTHR: "Our team delivered the highest 
single quarter revenue in company history. 
We continued to execute against our 
strategic initiatives, expanding product 
assortment, increasing our overall site 
performance in order to increase customer 
engagement and launching livestream 

(A)

(B)
(C)



FIVE BOWSER STOCKS UP AND DOWN
Spar Group (SGRP) UP 8% Williams Ind. (WLMS) DOWN 47%

Galaxy Gaming (GLXZ) UP 4% Insignia Systems (ISIG) DOWN 40%

Central Federal (CFBK) UP 2% Charles & Colvard (CTHR) DOWN 28%

Deswell Industries (DSWL) UP 2% ClearOne, Inc. (CLRO) DOWN 27%

Parks! America (PRKA) UP 1% Sono-Tek Corp. (SOTK) DOWN 25%
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NOTES BY THE EDITOR
Market conditions worsened as soon as we 
entered the new year and equities were not 
immune. Small stocks had their worst month 
since the COVID-19 crash and only a few of 
our recommendations gained. 
 Many Bowser stocks sold off, completely 
disregarding positive headlines and earnings 
releases. Both Charles & Colvard (CTHR) and 
Williams Industrial (WLMS) reported healthy sales 
growth but significantly underperformed. This has 

been the case for the past three months as 
money continues to flow out of growth stocks 
and into value stocks. 
  In this month's issue, we highlighted 
basic methods for adapting to market conditions. 
We added a "Market Sentiment" indicator on 

page 2 to help subscribers adjust their approach 
based on the market conditions instead of trying to 
time the markets. 
The February 2022 edition of the Low-Priced 
Investment Ideas Database publishes on 
February 28. For those who wish to see a sample of 
this publication, please email us (customerservice@
thebowserreport.com). We are offering monthly 
newsletter subscribers a discount on your first year, 
so please reach out for a coupon code.


